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HOW DOES LOGICAL INFORMATION
ENTER GRAMMAR?

1. The problem

Logic may be considered difficult because it presupposes a certain formal
giftedness. On the other hand, logic is easy because the form/meaning
relation is transparent; in other words, every such system contains a syntax
that can be interpreted as syntactic combination proceeds. The study of
natural language may be consid~red easy because it does not presuppose
much formal giftedness in the mathematician's sense. On the other hand
it is difficult when it comes down to specifying the form/meaning relation;
in other words, it is not quite clear how the syntax of natural language can
be interpreted. Numerous elements of speech above the phoneme level fail
to carry meaning, and many combinatory operations of natural language
syntax seem to have no clear semantic effect.

In this paper I would like to turn first to some major attempts of coping
with the syntax/semantics relation and show why they were partially
unsuccessful. I will then point to certain new developments in linguistic
theory which seem to enhance our understanding of the form/meaning
relationship considerably. In doing so, it will be shown that propositional
logical information which feeds the inference system relies greatly on parts
of the grammar that have been systematically ignored by those who wanted
to shed light on meaning in natural language. I will claim that a better
grasp of the formal side ofgrammar will enhance our understanding of the
mapping from syntax to semantics so that we can ultimately dispense with
constructional alternatives to natural language.

2. Earlier views

2.1 Logic
The early development of formal logic in this century was characterized

by a serious agnosticism as far as the logical study of natural language is
concerned. Among logicians, especially among members of the "Vienna
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Circle", the dominant view was that natural language is in principle incapable
of serving as a language of science, and that as a consequence semantic
investigation should rest on a constructed syntactic system. The following
quote from Carnap's (1947: 234) Meaning and Necessity certainly expresses
one of the more moderate views:

Nobody doubts that the pragmatical investigarion ofnatural languages is ofgreatest

importance for an understanding both of the behavior of individuals and of the

character and development of whole cultures. On the other hand, I believe with the

majority of logicians today that for the special purpose of the development of logic

the construction and semantical investigation oflanguage systems is more important.

Pragmatical in Carnap's usage obviously concerns full-fledged meaning
including conversational implicatures, connotations etc. as opposed ro the
essentials that feed into a theory of truth conditions, whereas with the term
language systems he refers to constructed systems. Underlying this statement
is, ofcourse, the view that natural languages systematically escape a scientific
approach.

A profound scepticism against natural language is also ascribed to the
founding father of modern logic and semantics, Gottlob Frege. Dummett
(1973: 19f) says:

What we are at present concerned to understand is the perspective on the

philosophical problems of logic and the analysis of language which Frege's discovery

of quantification imposed on him.

The most general lesson which Frege derived from his discovery was a certain

disrespect for natural language. [...] If the sentences of natural language had a precise

and unambiguous sense, then anyone who understood such a sentence would be able

to render it by means of the notation for generality which Frege had devised; if not,

then so much the worse for natural language. In neither case was there any need either

for a direct account of the means for expressing generality in natural language, or for

a set of rules for translating sentences ofnatural language into Frege's improved language.

This state of affairs induced in Frege the attitude that natural language is a very

imperfect instrument for the expression of thought.
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This tradition had consequences far beyond the inner circles of logic
and the philosophy of science. In the late sixties, for example, Richard
Montague's view that there is no essential difference between natural and
formal languages was felt to be rather revolutionary. Nevertheless, the idea
of a systematic fragment of natural language is still very prominent in
Montague's own work. What Montague did in his linguistically influential
articles "The Proper Treatment of Quantification in Ordinary English"
(PTQ) and in "English as a Formal Language" (EFL) was to develop methods
of translating pieces of ordinary English into logical formulae that allowed
the composition of complex meanings our of simplex meanings by the use
ofcategorial grammar, or - in EFL - methods of translating pieces ofEnglish
directly into the metalanguage. In classical model theoretic semantics the
syntax/semantics relationship is idealized (or trivialized) by an adjustment
of the language to strict applicability of the Fregean principle by which
each syntactic step can be mapped onto a step in semantic composition.
Strictly speaking, it is not expected in this tradition that there are parts of
speech without a semantic correspondence, redundancies or semantically
"empty" steps in syntactic composition. As we know, however, and as
logicians have witnessed from early on, natural languages abound with
examples that resist the brute-force mapping that is essential in classical
model theoretic work. Consider the following examples oflack ofsemantic
content, redundancy and wrongly expected truth conditions:

(1) a. d -er Tisch
the-MAse table

b. I -a table
the-FEM table

GERMAN

FRENCH

(2) a. On igra-l piano RUSSIAN
PRO play-PAST piano
"He played the piano"

b. On -a igra-l -a piano
PRO-FEM pfay-PAST-FEM piano
"She played the piano"
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(3) Gianni non ha visto nessuno ITALIAN
Gianni NEG has seen NEG-somebody
"Gianni has not seen anyone" (NOT: "Gianni has seen everyone")

The examples in (1) contain clear information about grammatical gender,
but grammatical gender cannot be interpreted. What should be masculine
or feminine in an artifact like a table, and why should German tables be
male and French tables female? (2b), ifnot (2a), is an example of redundancy.
The feature FEM concerns natural gender (sex) in this case, but why should
it be represented twice? (3) is a case ofdouble negation (or negative concord)
in which not more than one instance of NEG must enter semantic
interpretation. Ifboth instances ofNEG are interpreted as the logical symbol
---', the meaning will not correspond to what an Italian speaker has in mind
with (3). It cannot be missed that (3) is a case of "redundancy", just like
(2b), but now with possible consequences for the conditions under which
the sentence is true.

These are randomly selected cases which demonstrate that there are pans
of speech which must be absent in the corresponding logico-semantic
representation. These parts and their role in syntactic/semantic composition
must have had a deeply negative influence on the thinking of logicians
about natural language, and I venture to say that thes,e parts do not make
much sense even in rather natural-language-attuned systems such as
Montague grammar. It would, of course, be wrong to say that there are no
ways of coping with such examples, but this coping is normally not
enlightening. Any mismatch between form and meaning is in principle
unexpected and must be treated as an exception that requires a deviation
from the ideal. The problem starts, if what was at first sight classified as an
idiosyncrasy turns our to belong to the essence ofhuman languages. In that
case, it really matters how a certain theory deals with the form/meaning
relationship. Coping with exceptions to an ideal (in a bad sense) would
clearly not count as an acceptable scientific strategy, especially not if the
"ideal" turns out to miss important properties of natural languages anyway.
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In spite of their superficial idiosyncrasy, the linguistic phenomena mentioned
above seem to reflect part of the essence of human language. Thus, we would
expect more from a theory of grammar than just coping with these cases.

2.2 Generative grammar until Lectures on Government and Binding
While in the earliest development of generative grammar (Chomsky's

Syntactic Structures) transformations could add parts of speech that were
relevant for the logical structure ~f a sentence such as a NEG-morpheme,
the Standard Theory (ST) as it appeared in Aspects ofthe Theory ofSyntax
was characterized by the idea that deep structure determines systematic
aspects of meaning in full, and that the derived surface structure retains the
meaning so fixed. If this perspective of (he syntax/semantics interface is
pushed to the extreme, surface variations (hat resulted from the operation
of the transformational component of the grammar such as (he order of
constituents, pronominalization, ellipsis etc. are predicted to lack semantic
impact. This extremist position proved to be untenable almost from the
very first moment. For instance, transformationally related active and pas
sive sentences differ in truth conditions as soon as quantifiers come into
play:

(4) a. Many arrows hit the target
b. The target was hit by many arrows

While there may be as many targets as there are arrows in (4a), most
speakers of English find that there is one single target in (4b) which was
affected by the majority of arrows.

Similarly, anaphoric pronouns fail to be the spell-our of co-referential
full noun phrases in examples like (5b) and (6b) which were initially believed
to be pronominalized forms of (Sa) and (6a):

(5) a. Every barber shaves every barber

b. Every barber shaves himself
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(6) a. Every barber believes that every barber is successful
b. Every barber believes that he is successful

The sentences in a. and b. differ in their truth conditions. Thus,
pronominalization would unexpectedly change the meaning of the deep
structure. Upon recognition of such problems, the theory quickly shifted
to what has become known as the ExtendedStandard Theory (EST), a version
that included a theory of empty categories (trace theory) and first steps
toward a theory ofbinding. Crucially, the idea that deep structure determines
meaning in full was given up in favor of a model that served linguistic
theorizing into the eighties, and which later culminated in Chomsky's
epochal Pisa lectures and Lectures on Government and Binding (LGB). In
this model of grammar, the so-called T-model, Deep Structure (DS)
determines thematic relations, i.e. roughly who did what to whom in an
event etc., whereas other aspects ofmeaning are relegated to Surface Structure
(SS) and/or to the level of Logical Form (LF), the latter being a level of
representation at which disambiguated syntactic forms could be subject
to semantic interpretation. The T-model of the LGB-framework looks
as in (7):

(7) The T-model ofLGB

DS

I
move-a

I
SS

/ \

PF LF

LEXICON

In this model, SS is transformationally derived from DS by a single rule
("move-a") by which a syntactic category can be deleted and inserted in
another place of the phrase marker. The transformational history is preserved
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by the presence of an inaudible copy, a so-called "trace", of the moved
category. Movement is supervised by general principles of grammar which
guarantee that movement is always local, category-true etc. These principles
- also called "modules" - include a theory of binding, a theory of thematic
relations, a theory of case etc. (0 which we cannot turn here. The problems
in connection with (4) are overcome because in the LGB-theory quantifier
scope is not determined at OS but rather at LF; the problems in connection
with (5) are overcome because pronominals have ceased to be reduced to

full NPs; and there is now a binding module that treats the two NPs in (5a)
and (6a) as disjoint in reference, 'whereas it treats the reflexive himselfin
(5b) as necessarily bound by the variable that is bound by the universal
quantifier every barber, and it treats the pronoun he as being optionally
bound by it.

The development from the ST ro the LG B-framework marks progress
in the field of the theory ofgrammar that could not be ignored even outside
the circles of generative grammar. Despite the fact that the theory countS
essentially as a syntactic theory, its semantic influence cannot be denied.
The intensive study of thematic dependencies and binding relations made
contributions to the field that had profound influences on the semantic
description of natural language.

3. Recent insights

Despite the fact that the EST/LGB framework had brought us closer to

an understanding of the form/meaning relation, various conceptual and
empirical problems remained. For instance, the distinction of three levels
of grammatical representation that determine the meaning of a sentence,
OS, SS and Lp, had certain merits, but invoked at the same time rather
fruitless controversies about the point at which certain principles ofgrammar
apply; this has been quite noticeable with respect to binding principles and
the determination of quantifier scope. In the EST/LGB framework, LF is
a level of representation that mediates between syntax and full interpretation
as far as variable binding is concerned. LF was thus a level that in a sense
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"readjusted" an otherwise imperfect system. The linear manifestation of

language (in terms ofphonetic or graphic sequences) often contains material

that must disappear at LF because it is "irrelevant" to semantic interpretation.

Furthermore, the linear manifestation oflanguage sometimes fails to reveal

a hierarchy of semantic dependencies that is inevitable, if the intuitions of

the speaker ought to be captured.! There was much controversy about

what principles ofgrammar apply to the derivation ofan LF representation.

The relevant data and the technical details can be found in any modern

text book on generative grammar. Above all, it clearly remains that LF is

a way of coping with misfits in the form/meaning relation, and in this

general form LF-theory hardly differs from the logico-semantic approach

introduced by Montague.

Within the LGB-framework, important developments took place

according to which the role of functional elements was greatly emphasized

I An example of LF-deletion would concern "meaningless" parrs of speech such as the English
complemenrizer that or the semantically empty preposition o/in examples like

(i) a. I believe that she is cure (vs. I believe she is cure)
b. the bombing of the city (vs. They bombed the city)

An example of a mismatch between linear order and semantic dependency appears in the first
two lines of rhe following popular poem from German:

(ii) AJle Tage ist kein Sonntag,
all days is no Sunday
AJle Tage gibr's kein' Wein
all days is-there no wme
aber Du sollsr alle Tage
but you should all days
recht Iieb zu mir sein
quite dear to me be

The author of these lines neither wanted to say that of none of the days of the week is it true
that is a Sunday, nor did (s)he want to say that there will never be a glass of wine for us. These
readings emerge, if the universal quantifier alle has scope over the negation inherent in kein. What
the author had in mind, and what the reader grasps instantaneously is a reading according to which
the negation is split off from kein and has scope over alle:

(iii) ....,'v'x, x a day -t x a Sunday
Here the scope of negation does not correspond to its linear occurrence at SS.
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(cf. Pollock, 1989 and Rizzi, 1990). While earlier versions of GB-theory

recognized the inflection node I(NFL) as a functional element that heads

a finite sentence, this node was gradually split up into its subcomponents

such as Agr(eement), T(ense), M(ood) ete. each of which is thought to be

the head of its own projection. The phrase structural format (according to

a certain development of the so-called X-bar schema) always consists of a

head and its complement, if there is any, and a specifier (which again may

or may not be absent). Assume that H stands for "head", XP for some

complement and SPEC for the sp'ecifier of H. Then the smallest maximal

phrase will be as follows:

(8)

HP

A
SPEC H'

A
H XP

In this structure H projects to H' once its complement is attached to H;

and H' projects to the fully saturated phrase HP once SPEC is attached to

the left of H'. According to the idea that functional morphemes can be

heads of phrases as well, one could assume that lexical heads are raised to

functional heads, and that a specifier associated with a functional head has

to agree with the head along some dimension of agreement. Then in a case

such as German (ddj?) er tanzte ("that he danced"), there would be processes

by which the verb stem tanz- picks up the functional heads T and Agr,

while the subject er raises from the specifier of the verb to the specifier of

the head Agr with which it agrees for person and number:
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(9)
AgrP

~
SPEC Agr'

~
TP Agr

~I
(SPEC) T'-e

~
VP T

~ I
SPEC Y' -t

I I
er Y

I
ranz

In the rest of this presentation, I want to give a rough and mainly
untechnical outline ofa new theory that has become known as Minimalism
(c[ Chomsky, 1995), and which makes crucial use of the idea that elements
undergo movement in order to satisfY something like an agreement
requirement. Given the title of this article, I will, of course, do this with an
eye on the question how the logical vocabulary comes into play.

3.1 The Minimalist model
In recent theorizing, the T-model of LGB shown in (7) has been

abandoned in favor ofa drastically simplified model that does not recognize
different levels of representation. At the heart of the model is, of course, a
computational system that generates structure, i.e. it puts lexical items
together by an operation which is called MERGE, and it moves items, if
necessary, by an operation which is called MOVE. Lexical units are pairs
of bundles of morpho-phonemic (re) and categorial-semantic (A) features.
The products to the recursive computational operations must be fully
interpreted according to the nature of the features involved. The output of
the phonetically manifested side must satisfy requirements ofthe articulatory-
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perceptualsystem. The output of the semantic side must satisfy requirements
of the conceptual-intentional system. Thus, the only distinction that is
reminiscent of the levels of the T-model is the externally motivated
distinction between the world ofsymbolic gestures and the world ofthought.
Other distinctions as to which filter or principle would apply where are
abandoned. The Minimalist model then boils down to the one shown
in (8):

(I 0)
LEXICON: -list of (1t , A)-pairs

generate

phrase structure
(MERGE & MOVE)

COMPUTATIONAL
SYSTEM

SPELL-OUT 4 I I

1
articulatory

perceptual

interface

conceptual

intentional

interface

Derivations in this model ptoceed as follows: MERGE composes two
lexical units, say, the and book and turns it into the definite noun phrase the
book. The phrase structure is expanded by the operation MOVE, if an
element that has been introduced by MERGE must be attached higher up,
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as for example in what do you buy? in comparison with you buy apples.
MOVE forms a chain by leaving a trace (t):

(11) a. [... ex ... ] b. [ ex [... t ... ]]

While the operation MERGE is cost-free, the operation MOVE is not.
MOVE is only applied as a "last-resort" operation, i.e. if the interface
conditions could not be satisfied otherwise. Consider again Wh-sentences:
An articulation of an English sentence with the Wh-phrase in situ does not
lead to a well-formed constituent question. The Wh-phrase is obviously
driven to a position from where it has scope over the clause by the fact that
it is an operator that must bind a variable:

(12) a. What do you buy?
b. What [do [you [buy t]]]
e. For which thing x [you buy x]

This cannot be the whole story, however. First, there are many languages
of the world in which there is no problem in forming a constituent question,
while the purported Wh-phrase remains where any other argument is put.
Secondly, multiple questions in English, German, Italian ete. move only
one Wh-phrase to an operator position. The others remain in situ. 2 A well
formed multiple question is as in (l3a), not as in (l3b), but this does not
affect the fact that (l3a) is interpreted as (l3c):

(13) a. [Who] gave what to whom?
b. *[Who what whom] gave to?
c. For which person x, for which thing y, for which person z [x gave

y to z]

2Imerestingly there are also languages in which every Wh-operaror must be fromed overtly.
Languages of this kind are Polish, Bulgarian and Romanian; cf. Rudin, 1988; for reasons of space,
norhing will be said abour rhese.
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This shows that there must be more to question formation than simple
operator preposing for a semantic reason. The formation of an operator/
variable structure can only be half of the story. The other half rests in the
morpho-syntactic system of the language. Employing an earlier analysis
which we have referred to already, the minimalist assumption is that linguistic
objects created by MERGE must be formally licensed in agreement with
a head. This is most easily seen in languages in which the subject noun
phrase agrees with the formal head category ofthe predicate as in the example
er tanzte in (9). In the present theory subject-verb agreement is but one
instance ofa general configuratioriofagreement between head and specifier.
Minimalism assumes that the spec-head relation is a checking relation in
which features inherent in the head are checked against features inherent
in the phrase that is inserted in the specifier position (which can be done
by MERGE or by MOVE). Features come in two sorts: Semantically
interpretable and purely formal i.e. semantically uninterpretable ones.
Semantically relevant features feed the C-I interface; semantically irrelevant
features such as Case features must be erased beforehand, although they
would, ofcourse, feed the A-P interface. Erasure ofuninterpretable features
is necessary because representations must not contain uninterpreted material.
Consider now the possibility that in interrogatives there is a head that carries
a purely formal +Wh feature that needs to be checked by a Wh-phrase
with the consequence that it can then be erased. A single instance of raising
a Wh-phrase does this job:3

(14) a. [Who [[H _ ]
+wh <+wh>

[ t gave what to whom]]]? =:::>

b. [Who [[H _] [ t gave what to whom]]]?
+wh

This explains why only one Wh-phrase undergoes franting whereas the
others remain in situ. How does the operator/variable structure come to

3 I mark the Wh-feacure on the head as u_< +wh>".
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life? Our argumentation has been that the empty head H has formal Wh
features by virtue of which it attracts a Wh-phrase which is then checked
against H's features. But, ofcourse, me phrase to be attracted has semantically
relevant features as well.4 Thus, the logically desired structure seems to be
a by-product of the checking process, if the theory is on the right track.
(We will return to this rather central point.)

Obviously, however, there must be an operator/variable structure for
the Wh-phrases in situ as well. As (10) shows, there is no reason why
movement should stop at SPELL-OUT, i.e. why there should be no
movement in the invisible component of the grammar. Chomsky calls his
framework "minimalist" because the operation MOVE is under the control
of a number of economy principles which prescribe a Least-Effort strategy
that is applied in the process of striving for a semantically interpretable
output. I cannot turn to these principles in any detail but want to mention
the principle called PROCRASTINATE:

(15) Procrastinate

Delay movement beyond SPELL-OUT, if possible!

This principle demands that other things being equal, movement should
not have a visible/audible effect. Overt movement is only forced, if the
violation of other principles of grammar has to be avoided,. Assuming that
checking of the purely formal Wh-feature on the head falls under such an
independent principle, there will be one instance of overt Wh-movement;
the movement of the other Wh-elements would be delayed and only
performed in the post- SPELL-OUT part of the grammar. We can now see

4 Roughly speaking, the Wh-opetator turns a proposition into a function; semanticists have
therefore characterized constituent questions as Arabsrracted propositions. If buy (john, apples) expresses
the proposition that John buys apples, then lex buy (john, x) expresses the property (mathematically
a function) of being bought by John. An appropriate answet will fill the x-slot; this means that
asctibing this property to a teferential phrase of the right semantic kind (as provided by a felicitous
answer) will yield a proposition.
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that the Minimalist Program offers an interesting and challenging perspective
as to the question how logical information enters grammar. The answer in
its radical form is this: Logical information enters grammar as a by-product
of checking relations that may not have anything to do with semantic
interpretability, let alone communicative aspects of the language etc. For
those who believe that language is the way it is because of the communicative
intentions of its speakers this may be a rather shocking hypothesis. However,
in less technical formulations hypotheses to this extent have been formulated
time and again. 5

In the rest of this article I want to present a case in point that does not
only support this theory but also points to a solution of a long-standing
problem.

3.2 Scope and binding fro m noun phrases and prepositional phrases
According ro general syntactic wisdom an element A has scope over a

domain Bifand only ifA c-commands B. C-command is defined as follows:

(16) C-command
A c-commands B if and only if the first branching node dominating A

also dominates B, and A does not itself dominate B. (cf. van Riemsdijk &
Williams, 1986: 142)6 C-command enters into a definition of binding:

(17) Binding
A binds B if and only ifA c-commands B, and A and B are co-indexed

For example, John being the subject of the clause will c-command

anything "lower" in the clause such as the object; in case that John and the

5 For insrance more recenrly by Koster (1988); Koster minks that the srrucrures of language has
the same ontological status as the structure of any natural kind, and mat the fact that language is
such an efficient means of communication is an accidental consequence of its strucrure and vatious
other facrors.

6 The notion goes back ro Reinhan (1976); the literature contains various technical variants.
Since nothing hinges on these details here, I am using the definition introduced in a textbook.
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object carry the same (referential) index, John will bind the object. This is

the case in John killed himself. IfJohn fails to c-command himself, binding

is no longer possible, cf. *John's mother killed himself, *The mother ofJohn
killed himselfetc. The examples below show that a binding relation is active
in sentences where a pronoun is referentially dependent on the value that

is assigned to its antecedent by a semantic operator, and that the same

relation regulates the dependence of a so-called negative polarity item such

as English anything from a carrier of negation. The (b)-and (c)- examples

show what happens, if c-command fails:

(I8) Bound variable pronouns

a. [Every sailor] I lost his 1 purse

b. *[The bar [which [every sailor]! visited]] was his} destiny

c. *[The girlfriend of [every sailorU kissed him, passionately

(19) Negative polarity

a. [Nobody] has lost anything

b. *[The bar [which [nobody] visited]] had any attraction

c. *[The girlfriend of [nobody]] showed any affection

Neither can an operator bind a pronoun such that this pronoun

corresponds to a bound variable, nor can a negative polarity item such as
any be licensed. There are, however, prominent counterexamples which

have given rise to much controversy in the past. Consider the examples in
(20) neither of which shows a c-command relation between the operator

and the dependent element:

(20) a. [[Every sailor]}'s girlfriend] kissed him} passionately

b. [Every princessl's father's driver] brought her) to school in the

mornmg
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c. [[Nobody]'$ girlfriend] showed any affection

d. During our absence [nobody's mother's canary] has eaten any food

Clearly there is no c-command relation here that could establish the

desired licensing of a bound variable or a negative polarity item. A solution

of this problem can be obtained, ifwe investigate the structure in which the

licensing operator occurs. It is clearly a spec-head relation of the familiar

kind, the difference being here tha.t the operator occurs in a rather complex

phrase with recursive embeddings. Following essentially Abney's (1987)

proposal that a full nominal phrase is the maximal projection ofa functional

head O(eterminer), the relevant phrase will be a OP as in (21). Here the

head 0 is the possessive morpheme -s, whence I term the head Dross:

(21)

DPz D'3

driver

canary

~

's
's

Dross NP3

father

mother

's
,
s

~D"
Spec ~

I NP,
D

r
= IDP t

~
every pnncess

nobody
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There must be an agreement relation between the specifier and the head
D poss because -s has a feature +D which must be checked by the insertion
of a DP (or a potential nominal such as yesterday) in its specifier. By this
process, the head D poss of D'2 will agree with DP

J
; as a consequence, D poss

will inherit a quantificational or negative feature. Since D'2 and DP2 are
projections of the head, these nodes will now also carry the semantically
relevant feature. A5 one can easily see, nothing will stop this process in the
case of monotonous recursive embedding. Thus, a complex DP such as
everyprincesssfathers driver will formally be treated as a universally quantified
phrase despite the fact that logically only the most deeply embedded specifier
is marked in that way.

A similar point can be made with respect to prepositional phrases. Here
I turn to German examples because this language differs from English by
not tolerating preposition stranding. This is shown in (22):

(22) a. * Welchem Delegierten stand sein Leibwachter hinter [t]?
which delegate stood his bodyguard behind

b. * Welchem Professor hat dieser Student mit [t] Streit gehabt?
which professor had this student with argument had

Contrary to expectation we see that operators in German PPs license
binding and negative polarity items:

(23) a. Bound variable pronouns
Hinter jedem Ddegienen] standwahrend der Konferenz sein, Leibwaduer
behind each delegate stood during the conference his body guard

b. Negative Polarity
Der Student hat [rnit keinem
the student had with none

semer Professoren) je Streit gehabt
(of) hisprofessors ever argument had

Earlier accounts of such cases suggested that the operator phrase is
extracted from PP at the level of LF, and that LF-movement simply does
not respect certain syntactic constraints on movement; others suggested
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that for certain purposes the phrase structure is entirely different, and that

as a consequence the required c-command relation would nevertheless hold

(cf. Pesetsky, 1995). Both accounts are stipulative and can be falsified by

counterexamples which I must skip for reasons of space.?

The Minimalist theory shows a less radical and at the same time more

interesting solurion to the problem which goes as follows: It can be argued

that prepositions are at least semi-functional elements ofspeech in the sense

(hat they belong to the set of closed class elements and are often devoid of

any semantic content.8 Thus we' 'can assume that the P-head serves as a

category against which the nominal feature +D of its DP-compement must

be checked. Checking operates in terms of agreement berween the P-head

and its specifier. The feature +D is removed from P if the DP has raised to

SpecPP. There is actually evidence from German which shows that such

raising can also be overt. Consider the pairs in (24):

(24) a. uber den Brief da(r)+uber wo(r)+uber

about the letter there about where about

b. fur den Brief dafur wofur

c. mit dem Brief damit womlt

d. gegen den Brief dagegen wogegen etc.

Assuming that raising before SPELL-OUT occurs only in case the

complement of P is da or wo, the so-called "R-pronouns", post-SPELL

OUT raising will be confined to the raising of an abstract +D feature.

Agreement berween Spec and the P-head will bring it about that whatever

feature has been affected by the raising and checking process will be copied

onto the P-head; since PP is the maximal extension of the head P, there is

7 See Bayer (1996).
8 While locative or temporal prepositions have semantic content, prepositions like English 0/

and Italian di etc. seem [Q be purely funcrional elements. Thanks [Q Ulrike Demske for discussion
of this point.
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an explanation why logical information that is immediately dominated by
a projection of P, will be visible to the semantic system without having
undergone movement to a scope position. Again we see that logical relations
such as variable binding are likely to be an epiphenomenon of a formal
system that has no obvious links with meaning.

Clear involvement offormal agreement relations in the establishment of
semantic scope can also be seen in those cases in which a semantic operator
has the shape of a prenominal adjective:

(25) a. Sie wollte wissen, ein welcher Student das geschrieben hat
she wanted (to) know a which student this written has

b. !ch weig nicht, den wdchen von den beiden du meinst
I know not the which of the two you mean

c. Er fragte, denwievidten Hochzeitstag sie heute feiern
he asked the how-manyth marriage anniversary they today celebrate

d. Wir habe einen jeden Chemiestudenten in das Labor gerufen
we have an each chemistry-student into the lab called

The point here is how the +Wh feature or the universal quantifier cor
responding to jeder become visible in a noun phrase which is headed by a
definite or indefinite article. Similar situations arise in Italian where, as
pointed out in Longobardi (1991), next to the adverbial operator solo ("only")
we find the agreeing adjective sol- as in the following examples:

(26) a. La sol -a Maria si e
the only -AGR Maria REF AUX
"Only Maria appeared"

b. Il sol -0 Gianni si e
the only -AGR Gianni REF AUX
"Only Gianni appeared"

presentata
presented

(Longobardi, 1991)
presentato
presented

Assume that pre-nominal agreement is implemented as in the phrase
marker in (27):
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(27)

DP

D AgrP

~
Spec Agr'

Agr NP

I
em welch- -er Student

den welch- -en 0
den wievel-t- -en Hochzeit5tag

emen jed- -en Chemie5tudenten

la 501- -a Maria

il 501- -0 Gianni

Ifwhat we have said so far is correct, there exists an agreement relation
between spec and the head Agr by which the head inherits the semantic
information contained in the specifier; Agr' and AgrP will then carry this
information as well. The head 0 contains a formal feature (which we may
call +N) which must be checked offby relevant material that is raised to D.
Assuming that this raising is abstract in English,9 and that AgrP is an
extended projection of Np, raising of the features in AgrP will give them
access to the D-system of the phrase. In this way it becomes obvious how
a noun phrase headed by der, ein, it or la can function as a quantified or
interrogative phrase.

9 As opposed to languages or constructions in which the determiner is in DP-final position. A
construction of this kind could be the Scandinavian hus+et (house + the), "the house". In this case
one could argue that the nominal hus has been overtly raised to the determiner -et.
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4. Conclusion

We started with a short history of the leading ideas about the syntax
semantics relation. This history shows a slow but gradual move toward a
derivation of linguistic meaning from scratch. In the older accounts the
actual linguistic form was something like an accident. Since the formal side
ofgrammar was badly understood, its relation to meaning was understated.
Sensible discourse about meaning has to use logic, and logic had to rest on
well-understood systems such as categorial grammar. Thus, translationism
was the most popular semantic currency. I have tried to show that much
important information is sacrificed in this way, information that has been
ignored because of the idea that it does not contribute to meaning at all.
With Minimalism, linguistics has found a theoretical framework in which
non-semantic formal information also plays a key role in LF-derivations.
It can be shown that under certain assumptions there is a natural way of
coming to grips with some long-standing problems of the syntax-to
semantics mapping. If the Minimalist Program proves successful, the chances
are high that we will move further away from the kind of translationalism
that fails to recognize the role of morphological and syntactic structure in
the derivation of semantic representations. We owe to the work of Frege
the logical tools that have become one of the most important parts of
linguistic theory. If linguistic theory makes headway in paying as much
tribute to form as to content, we may overcome Frege's worries about
language.

* Acknowledgements: I would like to thank Ulrike Demske for a number
of suggestions that improved this paper. All remaining errors are mine.
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